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Friday May 1st , 2009 
Today was a SS day. This was an odd looking SS day and that maybe attributed that most of the other world 
markets were closed.  
Monday will be a Buy day. We should expect a Decline on a Buy day. Having closed on the highs of the day 
we may get a penetration first before the decline begins. 
Should we gap up above today's highs, then we will have very high odds of atleast getting back to these 
highs. 

 



Monday May 4th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Seems that the last 3 Buy days have been the same, very shallow declines and even 
some failure. This is an indication that the markets have turned bullish, or at least that is what the 
manipulators wants us to believe.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Most of the rally has been accomplished. So tomorrow could be a confusing day. 

 
 



Tuesday May 5th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. No additional rally was accomplished and just a small pullback.   
Tomorrow is SS day. We still have room to go up if the markets want to get the average 3 day rally. 

 
 



Wednesday May 6th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We did have a good chance of going higher to complete the 3 day rally. However due 
to the fact that the last 3 Buy day declines have been very small, it does put bullishness in the markets and 
that took us to the penetration levels on ES.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. How strong will this decline be, is the question? 

 



Thursday May 7th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. We were to expect a Decline and we finally got one. Shorting at the open was the 
trade of the day as we knew we had 93% chance of at least getting back under 918 on ES.   
Tomorrow is a Sell day. We should get a rally from today's lows 

 
 



Friday May 8th , 2009 
Today was a Sell Day. We did get a rally from the Buy day lows and ES reached  the projected day highs to 
the tick.  
Monday is SS day. We still have room to go up to reach the average 3 day rally.  

 
 



Monday May 11th , 2009 
Today was a SS day and a pretty boring one as we stayed in a small trading range.  
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. We have only a small decline so far, the question are the bulls still in control and 
will they be able to keep the decline from reaching the average. 

 



Tuesday May 12th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and we needed a decline. Markets did as expected and made their lows at TTT 
levels.  
Tomorrow is Sell day. Less than half of the rally has been accomplished and we close in the in the middle. 
That may make for a confusing day. 

 



Wednesday May 13th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We didn’t get much of a rally. ES and YM gapped down below the Buy day low and 
did rally to these lows, while TF and NQ opened above the Buy day low and dropped never looking back. 
TVGR was in effect all day.  
Tomorrow is SS day. We do have 85% chance of getting at least back to the Buy day lows.  

 



Thursday May 14th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. All the instruments made it back to the Buy day low and as soon as TF made it across 
they all reversed.  
Tomorrow is Buy Day. We should expect a decline on a Buy day.  

 



Friday May 15th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. As expected we did get our decline.  
Monday will be a Sell day. We should get a rally from today's lows. We finished 5 waves down today so a 
correction up would match TTT rally. 

 



Monday May 18th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day, and as anticipated we did get our Rally and it even reached the TTT levels. 
Tomorrow is SS day. Having closed on the highs today, we could get a penetration to reach the 3 day rally 
levels, before the Decline starts. 

 
 



Tuesday May 19th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. The rally continued a bit and was capped by the Average 3 Day Rally levels. 

Tomorrow is a Buy Day. A small decline is already started and should take us lower to establish the Buy day Low 

 
 
 



Wednesday May 20th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day.  We did get the expected decline. 
Tomorrow is Sell day. Having closed near the lows today, I would expect a Buy day Violation before we start 
the rally. Should we gap below today’s lows at the open, then we will have very good odds of atleast getting 
back above these lows. 

 
 



Thursday May 21st , 2009 
Well today was a Sell day. Only NQ managed to get back above the Buy day low after this gap opening.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We closed below the Buy day low. We do know that we have an 85% chance of getting a 

positive 3 day rally, however the bears are back and a long weekend is here. Will we get a failed 3 day rally or will this 

last hour rally be enough momentum to get us there. 

 



Friday May 22nd , 2009 
Today was a SS day. As anticipated market was slow and tried to get back above the Buy day Low and came close but 

failed. 

Monday is a Buy day, however it is hard to judge what will happen due to the half trading day. 

 



Monday May 25th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. We did get a small decline.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should technically continue the Rally that was started today. However as we know 

holidays have a tendency to mess up the works. 

 



Tuesday May 26th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied and even reached the projected levels. 

Tomorrow will be SS day. Momentum should continue the move up before the decline starts. 

 



Wednesday May 27th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We had great opportunity to short today and all at TTT levels. 

Tomorrow is a Buy Day. This down momentum could takes us lower before the Buy day Low is set. 

 
 



Thursday May 28th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The day session came back down at the open to create a decent decline. TF was the best one as it 

reversed right at the numbers. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is still room to go up in order to reach the average rally. 

 
 



Friday May 29th , 2009 
It took all day but we finally reached TTT levels for a Sell day. 

Monday is a SS day. Will there be any momentum left from the end of day rally to keep going up???  

 



Monday June 1st , 2009 
Today was a SS day and as I mentioned on Friday the momentum did take us higher. 

Tomorrow is Buy day. So far a small decline has started and is in place on the 24 hour session. If the bulls are still in 

charge the decline could be shallow. 

 



Tuesday June 2nd , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day and as mentioned last night the bullish momentum only allowed for a small decline. 

Tomorrow is a Sell day. So far the rally from today’s lows still has room to go if the bulls want to continue. 

 



Wednesday June 3rd , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Looks like the Bulls took the day off today. Only ES didn’t get a rally for the day session and 

only missed by 1 tick. TVGR was in effect. 

Tomorrow is SS day. TF and NQ and YM are back above the Buy day Low and ES need to get back above before the 

close tomorrow. 

 
 



Thursday June 4th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. All 4 made a positive 3 day rally. ES being the weakest. 

Tomorrow is a Buy day. Having closed on the highs the momentum may carry the markets higher before the decline 

starts. If we gap up at the open, that could present a nice shorting opportunity unless TVGR sets in. 

 



Friday June 5th , 2009 
Today was a nice Buy day. We Gapped above the SS day high and we knew we had very high odds of getting at least 

back to the SS day high. However we ended up with a shallow decline again. 

Monday is a Sell day. After having made wave 5, will we get the expected rally or just a small one. Time will tell. 

 



Monday June 8th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and as mentioned Friday only a small rally was achieved.  
Tomorrow will be a SS day. So we don’t seem to see much strength in the markets and we still need to 
correct that last big move up. A SS day would be a good day for that. 

 



Tuesday June 9th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Market rallied a bit in order to test yesterday’s highs. That helped make a little better 3 day rally. 

Tomorrow is Buy day. The decline may have started in the later part of today. 

 



Wednesday June 10th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. The gap up this morning was a good opportunity to short as we were above the SS day high and 

we knew we had high odds of getting atleast below these highs. We even went lower closed the gap and reached the 

TTT MA levels. 

Tomorrow is Sell day. We closed in the middle of the rally so tomorrow could be a confusing day. For you new 

customers confusing day means up and down day with no real direction. 

 



Thursday June 11th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. It was also rollover day which made it more confusing.  

Tomorrow is SS Day. So far ES has 9 days with its close within a few points of each other. When this thing will give  it 

will be brutal either up or down. 

 



Friday June 12th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets are still range trading 
Monday will a Buy day. Having closed on the highs today, we should expect our decline to happen on 
Monday. 

 



Monday June 15th , 2009 
Today was a perfect Buy day as we had made the high last on Friday. So we got our decline today a 
planned. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. We should be getting a rally on Sell days, especially since we closed near the lows 
today. We may get a violation before the rally starts. 

 



Tuesday June 16th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Markets are showing signs of weakness with a small rally and a further decline below 
the Buy day low. 
Tomorrow is SS day. Although we have very high odds of making it back to atleast the Buy day lows, this 
weakness could create a failed Positive 3 day Rally.  

 



Wednesday June 17th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. In last night’s report I did mention that the weakness in the markets could create a 
failed 3 day rally. Both YM and ES tried hard and came within a few ticks of the goal but failed. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. So far the decline from the SS day highs is small, so a further decline should 
be expected. 

 



Thursday June 18th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. ES and YM had a delayed reaction and finally reached the previous Buy day low. 
This ended up producing a shallow decline for this Buy day. 
Tomorrow is Sell day. After the narrow range of today we could end up with a confusing day tomorrow  

 



Friday June 19th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The rally fizzled out just before reaching its objectives today. It ended up being an up 
and down day (confused day) and I am sure today being the expiry day for options and futures didn’t help. 
Monday will be a SS day. We could get a bit of a rally before the decline starts, By testing today’s highs. 

 



Monday June 22th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets gap down and TVGR was in effect. The goal was to find short entries. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. This momentum could continue lower before the rally begins.   

 



Tuesday June 23th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. ES made a lower low at TTT levels and the rally began. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. The FOMC meeting could end up creating a confusing day. 

 



Wednesday June 24th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Markets continued the rally started yesterday and achieved at least the Penetration 
levels. But as feared, FOMC came in to mess things up. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We are still above the Buy day low, so anything is possible. We do have a 
positive 3 day rally but it is weak so far. 

 



Thursday June 25th , 2009 
Today was a SS day and since the 3 day rally was weak at the start they rallied to the projected numbers. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs, the momentum could take us higher before the 
decline begins. 

 



Friday June 26th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was shallow which is bullish however the close is pretty much flat. 
Monday will be a Sell day. We should normally get a rally however today’s close is putting a question mark 
on that.  

 



Monday June 29th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Markets tested the Buy day lows and rallied. So far the rally was not very strong 
Tomorrow is a SS day. We often get a lot of re-shuffling of portfolios at quarter end thus explaining why the 
rally of today was weak. Tomorrow may be an up and down day also. 

 



Tuesday June 30th , 2009 
Today was a SS Day. Markets tried to rally a bit higher than yesterday but could not get much traction.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day.  Markets have started their decline and should continue tomorrow based on the 
average decline. 

 
 



Wednesday July 1st , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets made new highs but failed to go higher and reversed. TVGR was in effect 
and prevented the markets from a normal decline. 
Tomorrow is Sell day. This may end up as one of these confusing days with Friday being closed. 

 



Thursday July 2nd , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Day session failed to get a rally, and TVGR  was in effect all day. 

Tomorrow is a SS day. I would be surprised if we managed to get a positive 3 day rally due to the holiday 

  



Friday July 3rd , 2009 
Today was a SS day and as mentioned in last night’s email, it would be very hard to get a positive 3 day 
Rally due to the short trading day. 
Monday will be a Buy day. The long weekend may still affect the cycle, so this one is hard to call. 

 
 



Monday July 6th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets continued their decline and reached the Violation MA levels before starting 
the rally. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Based on averages the rally should continue higher. 

 
 



Tuesday July 7th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. So much for the rally to continue higher, we gapped down and TVGR was in effect all 
day. 
Tomorrow is SS day. We are still within reach of the Buy day Low, and the odds of a Positive 3 Day Rally 
would point that these lows should be reached at some point before the close tomorrow. 

 



Wednesday July 8th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. All markets except NQ made it back to the Buy day low only to reverse down. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. Based on averages the decline should continue 

 



Thursday July 9th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Market’s decline was shallow but the rally did not have much conviction in it. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should get a rally on a Sell day but we have started getting what I call 
Summer Friday’s lately. Slow days. 

 



Friday July 10th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Markets were a bit confused and made for a small rally. 
Monday will be SS day. Based on TTT averages we should get a rally, however if my wave count is correct it 
may be small. 

 



Monday July 13th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets did pullback below the Buy day Low only to turn around and reach the 
projected MA 3 day rally. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. We should anticipate a Decline on Buy days. Having closed on the highs today, the 
momentum may carry the markets higher before the decline starts. 

 



Tuesday July 14th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. We had a very narrow range day which contributed to a shallow decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should normally anticipate a rally.  

 



Wednesday July 15th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We definitively got the rally that was expected for a Sell day 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take the markets higher before the decline starts. 

 



Thursday July 16th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. The momentum did take us higher and only a small decline started. 
Tomorrow is Buy day. The decline should continue.  

 



Friday July 17th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. We ended up with a lite decline, maybe due to boring summer Fridays. 
Monday will be a Sell day. The late day rally should continue. 

 



Monday July 20th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and the rally continued as anticipated. 
Tomorrow is SS day. Having closed on the highs today, momentum may take us higher before the decline 
starts.  

 



Tuesday July 21th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. The 1st half of the day acted as a SS day should but the reversal rally was not 
expected. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, we may go higher before the decline 
starts.  

 



Wednesday July 22nd , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets only produced a small decline be rallying. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. So far we have been in a tight trading range; we should normally get a rally,   

 



Thursday July 23rd , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We did get the expected rally. We also had TVGR set in and help propel this rally to 
higher than expected levels. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. It is a summer Friday so it may be just a slow drifting day.  

 
 



Friday July 24th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We had done a nice ABC down during the overnight session, prompting for a slow up 
drifting summer Friday. 
Monday is a Buy day. Having made higher highs at the close, we may have completed that wave 5 of wave 
1A and Monday’s expected decline could be the start of wave 2B. 

 



Monday July 27th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was modest.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. The rally that started late day should continue tomorrow 

 



Tuesday July 28th , 2009 
Today was a sell day. Yesterday we had a small decline followed by today’s small rally. 
Tomorrow is SS day. Something has to happen soon. 

 



Wednesday July 29th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. And again trading in a small range 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day and a decline should be expected.  

 



Thursday July 30th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and we failed to get a decline for the day session. Markets did reverse to try to get 
back to the SS day highs however TVGR was stronger. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Will we get a delayed decline???  

 
 



Friday July 31st , 2009 
Today was a Sell day that lived up to its nickname of a confusing day. 
Monday will be a SS day. NQ should get back above the Buy day low before continuing the decline if that is 
what they want to do. 

 



Monday August 3rd , 2009 
Today was a SS day.  Markets had closed at or near the Buy day low on Friday. The gap up and with TVGR 
in effect they rallied all day. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. Having closed on the highs we may have some residual upward momentum before 
the decline starts. 

 



Tuesday August 4th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and the decline was small again, telling us that the market is still in a bullish mood. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Rally should continue  

 
 



Wednesday August 5th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. This one could be called a confusing day as we opened and tested the high then the 
lows and back up again. 
Tomorrow is a SS day. Technically we should rally some more based on averages but following a confusing 
day like today, it could go both ways. 

 



Thursday August 6th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets tested the highs and pulled back. The perfect SS day scenario. 
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. The decline could continue as it is small at the moment. 

 



Friday August 7th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The 24 hours session had a decent decline but the day session was pretty shallow. 
TVGR did contribute in keeping the rally going to some important retracement levels on ES 
Monday will be a Sell day, looking at today’s action we may get one of these confusing days.   

 



Monday August 10th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and it did perform as expected, confused. 
Tomorrow is a SS day. The late day rally should continue in order to make sure that all 4 get a positive 3 day 
rally. 

 



Tuesday August 11th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Perfect SS day, we tested the high during the globex session and  reversed. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. It is also FOMC day. There is still room for more decline if they want to.  

 



Wednesday August 12th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The added decline  happened overnight, and the rally was already started before the 
open. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in. We may get a confusing day. 

 



Thursday August 13th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and as mentioned last night it did make for a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. The average 3 day rally may take the markets to new highs, before the decline 
starts 

 



Friday August 14th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. ES tested the highs a few times overnight and failed to get much higher making this a 
perfect start for a SS day. 
Monday will be a Buy day. The late day rally made a mess of the nice decline that was in place. At this point 
markets could go either way however averages would call for a decline first before the rally can start.   

 



Monday August 17th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and as anticipated the decline resumed and reached the projected levels where 
support was found for most of the day. TVGR was also in effect all day. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed on the lows today, the momentum could take the markets a bit 
lower before the rally starts. Should we gap down below today’s lows at the open, we will have great odds of 
making it at least back to today’s lows.  

 



Tuesday August 18th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The rally started  in the overnight session and created a gap at the open today, TVGR 
set in after that. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. So far we have a small rally so it is possible for this rally to continue before the 
decline begins.  

 



Wednesday August 19th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets pulled back near  the Buy day low overnight, which gave a nice long trade 
from the open this morning. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having close near the highs today, markets should retest these highs before 
the decline starts. 

 



Thursday August 20th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. Markets are showing bullish signs based on the shallow decline we got today. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally is already done, so we may end up with a confusing 
day.  

 



Friday August 21st , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The rally continues as TVGR sets in 
Monday will be a SS day. Momentum may take us higher before the decline starts. 

 



Monday August 24th , 2009 
Today pretty much a text book SS day. Markets rallied to new highs and started the decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is still plenty of room for more decline.  

 



Tuesday August 25th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. The overnight session did get a bigger decline compare to the shallow decline for the 
day session. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Having closed near the lows of the day I would anticipate the rally to start fairly early 
in the day. 

 



Wednesday August 26th , 2009 
Today turned out to be one of those confused Sell days as markets just drifted. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We are still close to the Buy day low, so we may get a rally first. 

 



Thursday August 27th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Maybe the lack of a strong 3 day rally caused the up-down day. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. Normally we should expect a decline on Buy days.  

 



Friday August 28th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. Markets made new highs before the decline started. 
Monday will be a Sell day. Having closed in the middle of road, we may get a confusing day.  

 



Monday August 31st , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The day session failed to get a rally which is very rare. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We do have very high odds of at least getting back above the Buy day Lows in 
order to have a positive 3 day rally. 

 



Tuesday September 1st , 2009 
Today was a SS day. As mentioned last night we did have good odds of getting back above the BdLow. We 
did and the SS day started the decline after that. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Most of the decline is in but momentum may take us lower before the Buy day 
Low is established 

 



Wednesday September 2nd , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Low was made early but it didn’t have much conviction behind it. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed near the lows we should anticipate a rally. 

 
 



Thursday September 3rd , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Sell days are often confusing as they go up and down in a range. 
Tomorrow is a SS day. Barring a terrible payroll report markets should continue up. 

 



Friday September 4th , 2009 
As mentioned in last night’s comments, today was a SS day, and since the positive 3 day rally was weak, we 
had good possibility of going higher. 
Monday will be a Buy day. Being a holiday we could end up with a shallow decline. 

 



Monday September 7th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. As expected the decline was very shallow due to the holiday. The day session didn’t 
get a decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Holidays often mix way to trade the cycle. So it could go both ways tomorrow in 
order to possibly correct the missing decline.  

 



Tuesday September 8th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Due to the holiday, we didn’t get a decline on the day session yesterday and as such 
it ended up creating a confusing day for today. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. At this point we don’t have much of a 3 day rally so higher high could be 
expected.  

 
 



Wednesday September 9th , 2009 
Today was a SS day and as mentioned in last night’s email, higher high were achieved. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. So far we have started a small decline which should continue. 

 
 



Thursday September 10th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The decline mostly happened overnight and the lows were achieved at close to TTT 
MA levels.  
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having done most of the MA rally already we may get a confusing day.  

 



Friday September 11th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and as we thought markets were confused and see-sawed al day. 
Monday will be a SS day. We should probably retest the highs before a decline starts. 

 



Monday September 14th , 2009 
Today was a SS day and as mentioned on Friday we tested the highs and even made new ones. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day, the momentum may take us higher before the decline starts.  

 



Tuesday September 15th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and as expected we tested the highs before making decline which was smaller than 
expected.  
Tomorrow will be a Sell day and having closed in the middle of the rally we probably will get one of those 
confusing days. 

 



Wednesday September 16th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Stated as confused day but TVGR took over and kept the rally going all day. 
Tomorrow will be SS day. Momentum should take us higher before the Decline starts. 

 



Thursday September 17th , 2009 
Today was a SS day and as mentioned last night, momentum did take the markets higher and reversed at 
the TTT levels. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. Based on averages, markets should continue their decline unless the bulls decide to 
give us only a small decline.  

 



Friday September 18th , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. Markets went according to plan and reach the average decline 
Monday will be a Sell day. We should anticipate a rally since we closed near the lows.  

 



Monday September 21st , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. ES gave a good trade early in the day, however ended up a bit of a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be SS day. With the FOMC meeting on Wednesday I would nearly expect another confused 
day.  

 



Tuesday September 22nd , 2009 
Today was a SS day Markets did reach the TTT MA levels and as expected went sideway after that. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. We should get a decline. We probably will stay sideways until FOMC.   

 



Wednesday September 23rd , 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. FOMC made it a bit more confusing but we finally got the decline which reached the 
average. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Although momentum may take us lower, a rally should be anticipated.  

 



Thursday September 24th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The rally was small and that is bearish. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We do have good odds to get back above the Buy day low, however this bearish 
rally of today may mess things up. 

 



Friday September 25th , 2009 
Today was a SS day.  As I mentioned last night we had good odds of making it to the BdL, however the rally 
of yesterday was bearish. 
Monday will be a Buy day. With the bears in charge, the decline should continue. 

 



Monday September 28th , 2009 
Today was a Boy Day. The lows were achieved during the overnight session and markets gapped up at the 
open and TVGR stayed in effect all day. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closes near the highs of the day and most of the rally is already 
accomplished, I would expect a confusing day. 

 



Tuesday September 29th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and it lived up to its reputation of  being a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day and based on average 3 day rally, markets should go back up. 

 



Wednesday September 30th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. It started like a perfect SS day however due to quarter end portfolio dressing, it ended 
up more of a confusing day. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day and as such we should expect a further decline.  

 



Thursday October 1st , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and we did get a good decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell Day. Momentum may take us a little lower before the rally starts.   

 



Friday October 2nd , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. As expected momentum did take us lower before rally took the markets to at least the 
Buy day low. 
Monday will be a SS day. Although markets don’t look very healthy, we should at least get back above Buy 
day low. 

 



Monday October 5th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We opened at or just above the Buy day Low, which filled the positive 3 day rally 
requirement. However markets did continue to rally in order to try to get to the average 3 day rally. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should anticipate some kind of decline on a Buy day. 

 



Tuesday October 6th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets barely declined on the 24 Hour session and failed to decline for the day 
session. This would indicate that the bulls are back. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day and the rally should continue.  

 



Wednesday October 7th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and it lived up to its reputation of being a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. The rally may continue before the decline may begin.  

 



Thursday October 8th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. The rally continued and reached the TTT MA levels and even the  TTT penetration 
levels 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Normally we should expect a decline on Buy days. Will this momentum 
continue and give only a small decline? That is the question. 

 



Friday October 9th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. As evidence by this small decline the bulls are still in charge. 
Monday will be a Sell day and they should continue this rally. 

 



Monday October 12th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Markets made their average rally and then stalled. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We should probably rally a bit before the decline starts.  

 



Tuesday October 13th , 2009 
Today was a SS day.  It felt more like a Sell day with this confused pattern. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day and a decline should be expected on a Buy day. 

 



Wednesday October 14th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. We did not get a decline for the day session which puts the bulls in charge. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. There is still room for this rally to continue, but we should be ware that it may be a 
confusing day.  

 



Thursday October 15th , 2009 
Today was a sell day and as anticipated it was on the confused side. 
Tomorrow will a SS day. There is room to go higher based on averages.  

 



Friday October 16th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. The end of the rally was overnight followed by a fast decline which in turn resulted in a 
pullback. 
Monday will be a Buy day and we should therefore expect a further decline. 

 



Monday October 19th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The decline happened in the overnight session, and even the rally started early in 
that session also. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having done part of the rally we could be in for a confusing day. There is also 
strong resistance at 1097 area on ES which is the next hurdle.  

 
 



Tuesday October 20th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and as expected it was a confusing day. 
Tomorrow is a SS day. We are still below average for a 3 day rally so I would expect a rally first before we 
can start the decline  

 



Wednesday October 21st , 2009 
Today was a SS day and as expected last night  we did try new highs before the decline started. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. We normally should expect a decline on buy days, however most of it is in place. 
The momentum of the drop of the last hour could take us lower first. 

 



Thursday October 22nd , 2009 
Today was a nice Buy day. Made the low early and rallied all day 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally has been accomplished so we could get a confusing 
day.  

 



Friday October 23rd , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confusing day. 
Monday will be a SS day. Based on averages we should rally.  

 



Monday October 26th , 2009 
Today was a perfect SS day. We first rallied to the TTT MA d  and then the decline started. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day. The decline is mostly in so that rally may start early. 

 
 



Tuesday October 27th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and the decline continued and we closed near the lows. 
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Momentum may take us lower before the rally can start.  

 



Wednesday October 28th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Market opened above the Buy day low making for a minimal rally. This does not look 
very good for the bulls. 
Tomorrow is a SS day. At this point we are very far from the BdL. If the bulls want to save face they will have 
to work hard to climb up there. 

 



Thursday October 29th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. The bulls decide not to give up and made it back up to the Buy day Low. 
Tomorrow is a Buy day and we should expect a decline. Based on today’s action it may be a shallow one. 

 
 



Friday October 30th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and as should happen on Buy day we did get a decline. 
Monday will be a Sell day and we should expect a rally. 

 
 


